Virtual training allows the learning and rehearsal of implicit cues, e.g., trustworthy leading action in an emergency evacuation, that cannot be easily understood through merely reading about situations, while mitigating the danger and expense of live rehearsals. We have focused our efforts on designing social agents that can engage in and help to train humans to generate the trustworthy behaviors that help to ensure a successful evacuation. Drawing upon social science research and using a ''role-reversal method,'' we successfully constructed agents that can perceive trustworthiness as humans do. The agents first collect human responses to their own nonverbal cues in controlled experimental training scenarios. Using these results, we obtain optimal parameters for nonverbal cues of trustworthiness, and then can use them to guide agents who evaluate human performance in the same training scenarios. The method enables us to convert social psychological findings into computational mechanisms.
In our virtual training scenario, human trainees play the leader role, and social agents are evacuees and respond to the human's leading behavior. It is easy to describe the agent behavior with a rule such as ''if the leading action of human trainees is trustworthy, social agents follow their instructions.'' However, it is difficult to make social agents that perceive human trustworthiness as humans do, in order to follow such a rule. And, it is impossible to construct such a virtual evacuation training environment, unless we design social agents equipped with appropriate sensitivity to trustworthiness. Such social agents can be effective not only for evacuation training but also for many other training applications in which the trainees' trustworthy behavior is an important factor. An example is an emergency situation in an airplane. The guidelines for both firefighters and flight attendants say that they should behave in a trustworthy manner in an emergency situation. There are many other potential application areas, including counseling, sales, and speech making.
In this paper, we propose a method to provide human-like sensitivity in social agents. First, we describe what we mean by human-like sensitivity. Next, we explain our construction method, in which we used controlled experiments to guide design of human-like perception mechanisms. Finally, we explain our final experiment and implemented environment.
SENSITIVITY OF SOCIAL AGENTS
When leaders try to guide people in an emergency evacuation, they usually shout something like, ''The exit is over there!'' The influencing power of this verbal cue shifts according to the nonverbal cues, which accompany the words (Zimbardo and Leippe 1991) . If the nonverbal cues do not indicate enough trustworthiness, people will not follow the leader's verbal instructions.
Nonverbal communication plays a very important role in human communication, adding information that is not transmitted by verbal communication. Some researchers have reported that nonverbal communication conveys more information than verbal communication (Mehrabian 1968; Birdwhistell 1970) , particularly emotional and relationship information (Knapp and Hall 2002) . Nonverbal communication has multiplex bidirectional spatiotemporal channels, while verbal communication has a single unidirectional temporal channel. We cannot understand the true meaning of verbal cues without interpreting accompanying nonverbal cues. Nonverbal cues include body movements, paralanguage, interpersonal distance (Hall 1996) , appearance, and so on. Body movements include gestures, facial expressions, gaze directions, poses, and so on (Kendon 1990) . Paralanguage includes volume, pitch, tempo, intonation, and so on (Kappas et al. 1991) . In order to build social and emotional relationships with human beings, social agents need human-like sensitivity in interpreting such cues.
Nonverbal communication skills of conversational agents, including trust-building through small talk, have been extensively studied (Cassell et al. 2000; Bickmore and Cassell 2001) . However, these efforts have focused much more on expression than interpretation (Prendinger and Ishizuka 2004) . A typical example is how to express deictic gestures and emotional animations (Lester et al. 2000) . Even in a few studies dealing with the interpretation of nonverbal cues (Thorisson 1999) , the cues related to conversation skills, e.g., attention and turn taking, have been mainly studied. The previous studies on conversational agents aimed at smooth agent-human conversations that require the interpretation of what human users intend to let the agents understand. In contrast, the goal of our study is the interpretation of what human users unintentionally express.
It has been reported that nonverbal communication has several different functions (Patterson 1983) . Some functions are related to conversation skills. One of the functions is to provide information. For instance, nods and frowns transmit the meanings of yes and no. Another conversational function is to coordinate interaction, e.g., beginning a conversation and taking a turn. There are also functions of nonverbal expression that are not directly related to conversation skills, but which nonetheless strongly influence human communication and relationships. For example, people use nonverbal cues to bolster interpersonal connections, such as building intimacy by increasing gaze and moving closer to the other person (Tepper and Haase 1978; . Trustworthiness is also a quality that is conveyed through nonverbal cues. Both intimacy and trustworthiness cues are examples of nonverbal messages that are frequently sent without conscious awareness, though a person can learn to project these qualities (Zimbardo and Leippe 1991) . These sorts of nonverbal communication skills have not been much considered in previous studies on conversational agents.
Past sociological and psychological studies do provide us with a qualitative model to interpret nonverbal cues that express trustworthiness. Figure 1 illustrates this model. When someone is confident in him=herself, his=her voice volume, speech speed, gesture size, and gaze ratio change. A self-confident person speaks loud and fast (Scherer et al. 1973) . A self-confident person tends to use gesture more (Timney and London 1973) . Extended gaze into another's eyes is the strongest cue to provide the impression of self-confidence (Patterson 1983) . Thus, the trustworthiness of leaders can be gauged from their voice, speech, gesture, and gaze. If they speak loudly and quickly, point to the exit clearly, and make steady eye contact, you will probably follow their instructions.
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The nonverbal cues described here are not the only cues used to determine a person's trustworthiness. For example, authority expressed by uniforms is another strong nonverbal cue (Joseph 1986) . It is known that older people are perceived as more trustworthy (Doob 1983) . Expertise as conveyed by the content of verbal messages is obviously an important signal. We did not consider these factors because we tried to design our interpretation model in the context of nonverbal ''training.'' We included only cues which people would be able to control as a result of the training.
There are several concepts from HCI and social science literature that are closely related to trustworthiness, e.g., credibility, reliability, confidence, and persuasiveness. This paper uses ''trustworthiness'' as the representative word, but we used the other related words in the questionnaire for our experiment (described later) to help us obtain more reliable results. In this study, we focused on leadership in an emergency situation and we used the concept of trust as it pertains to leadership. We utilized past research results, which most closely related to trust of leaders, while we excluded past findings that seem not to be applicable specifically to leadership situations. For example, we excluded nonverbal cues that are used only in the cases of counseling, sales persuasion, and making a speech.
The qualitative descriptions provided by past social scientific studies were not sufficient to guide our implementation of human-like sensitivity. To craft the appropriate sensitivity in our social agents, we needed a quantitative model for perceiving trustworthiness. To design a quantitative model, we needed to know how large the voice volume of a trustworthy person would be, how fast his=her speech, how exaggerated his=her gestures, Agents for Virtual Trainingand how much he=she would make eye contact. We needed to know not only an exact threshold for each factor, but also the amount that each factor influenced trustworthiness and the interaction among the factors. However, no past studies provided us with such a model. We needed a method for designing a quantitative model of human-like sensitivity. Furthermore, the method had to be easy to use since such a model could depend on each specific application, and thus would need to be retuned. This was the motivation for our study. In the next section, we describe how we designed a feasible human-like perception mechanism.
ROLE-REVERSAL METHOD
We created a method to develop social agents that can perceive implicit influences as humans do. In the previous section, we explained that implicit influences such as trustworthiness can be the result of nonverbal cues generated intentionally or unintentionally. In virtual training environments, human trainees generate nonverbal cues, which can be perceived by agents. Such cues can be retrieved as the input data of multimodal user interfaces constituted by several sensor devices (see Figure 7 ). Based on analysis of these cues, the perception mechanism of the agents estimates the degree of the person's implicit influence. For example, our agents estimate how trustworthy the leader person's guidance is, based on his=her voice volume, speech speed, gesture size, and gaze ratio. In order to tune the agents' reactions, we needed to have a baseline for how humans responded to different degrees of each stimulus included: different voice volumes, speech speeds, gesture sizes, and gaze ratios.
We used controlled psychological experiments to investigate human response to varied cues. In this kind of experiment, researchers usually use pictures or videos of a person who performs some communicative behavior that corresponds to each condition (Mehrabian 1968) . For example, you can compare subjects' responses to the picture in which a person looks into the camera lens and the other picture in which a person turns his=her eyes away in order to observe the effect of eye contact. The problem with this method is that it is not easy to prepare such materials. It is really a heavy task for human performers to play a number of patterns that differ slightly from each other. If we do not assume cues are independent from each other, we need a large number of different patterns in order to make a quantitative perception model. For example, if we need to test four cues and observe the effect of three levels for each cue, we need 81 (the fourth power of three) patterns. And basically, it is not easy to control precisely the behavior of human performers. Furthermore, once the materials are produced, it is impossible to add or delete a specific cue according to the modification of a design of an experiment.
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Our idea was to use social agents as stimuli instead of pictures and videos in these benchmarking experiments. It is very easy to produce consistent behaviors with agents, because the same parameters can produce the exact same behavior any number of times. It is also easy to add or delete a specific cue after their behavioral repertoire has been prepared, because the animations are not static but are dynamically generated during an experiment, so all one needs to do is modify the behavioral scenario. One potential limitation of this method is that human responses to the characters may differ from responses to humans. However, there are several past studies that showed human response to characters displayed on a screen is similar to that of humans (Takeuchi and Naito 1995) . It has been demonstrated that users responded more socially to anthropomorphic interfaces with facial animations and synthesized speech than to text-based interfaces (Sproull et al. 1996) . Some researchers argue that human response to media and humans are basically the same, because human brains have adapted to the environment in which only human beings are social entities, during the long history of mankind (Reeves and Nass 1996) .
Building upon these results with a series of experiments where people rate agents' behaviors, we can build a model of how human response changes, according to different levels of each cue. Based on this knowledge, we can design a perception mechanism for our social agents. In our experiment, human subjects saw varied behavioral animations of a social agent and then answered questions, which sought to uncover the implicit influence of the agent. We used within-subjects experiments with randomized orders to test the cues, to keep the number of subjects to a realistic level. Using the questionnaire data, we were able to find the threshold of each cue's positive effect and the relative influence of that cue. We used ANOVA analysis to determine which level's effect was significantly stronger or weaker than another level's effect and how independent the cues were. If each cue was independent and their influences were linear, we could also use multiple linear regression analysis to make a formula that calculated the degree of implicit influence based on each cue's input data. (We describe the experiment in detail in the next section of this paper.)
To summarize: In the method described here, we essentially use social agents to design social agents. First, we draw a qualitative model from social scientific knowledge of human responses to other humans. Next, we design a quantitative model based upon psychological experiments in which human subjects respond to agents as stimuli. Finally, we construct agents that can respond to multimodal input data from human trainees. In the second step, human participants play the role of referees and the agents play the role of performers. In the third step, these roles are reversed. Thus, our method is a ''role-reversal method,'' as shown in Figure 2 . Findings from past media studies (Takeuchi and Naito 1995; Sproull et al. 1996; Reeves and Nass 1996) enable the transition from the first step to the second step. Statistical analysis enables the transition from the second step to the third step. The second step requires the output functions of the agents for playing behavioral animations. The third step requires the input functions of the agents for perceiving human behaviors. Through these steps, we can construct the functions of our social agents. The agents in the second step are not necessarily the same software as the agents in the third step. However, it is cost-effective if we use the same software for both steps. And also, using the same software guarantees that agents and avatars have equal behavioral abilities. This is an important quality for mixed simulations in which agents and avatars share the same group behavior .
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT Manipulation
We conducted an experiment to observe how four cues-gaze ratios, gesture sizes, voice volumes, and speech speeds-contribute to trustworthiness. 
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In this experiment, we varied these cues in a human ''guide'' animation that points its right arm toward the right side that is supposed to be the direction of the exit and shouts out in a synthesized voice, ''The exit is over there. Please flee over there.'' We tested three gaze ratios, three gesture sizes, three voice volumes, and four speech speeds. Thus, we had to prepare 108 (3 by 3 by 3 by 4) different behavioral patterns of the guiding animation. Based on the results of a preliminary experiment conducted beforehand, the degrees of the cues were selected to cover a reasonable range around a normal sensory impression, e.g., normal volume and speed. The details of the selected degrees are explained below.
. Gaze: High, middle, and low ratios were tested. In the high mode, the agent kept looking ahead as shown in Figure 3(a) . In the middle mode, the agent turned its eyes away once for a second during the guiding animation that took a period of four seconds. In the low mode, the agent kept turning its eyes away during the guiding animation. Figure 3( b) shows the agent turning its eyes away. As shown in this figure, the agent glanced at the direction opposite to the pointing direction with its head down a little (an angle of 5 degrees). . Gesture: Big, normal, and small sizes were tested. In the big mode shown in Figure 4 (a), the agent stretched out its arm. In the normal mode shown in Figure 4 (b), the direction to stretch out the arm became a little lower. The angle between the body and the arm was reduced from a right angle to an angle of 70 degrees. In the small mode shown in Figure 4 (c), the agent looked a little dull since the angle was reduced to an angle of 40 degrees. Agents for Virtual Training
. Voice: Big, normal, and small volumes were tested. In the big mode, the agent spoke loud. The amplitude parameter of the speech synthesis engine we used was set to 35000. The maximum amplitude value that can be set in the engine was 65535. In the normal and small modes, the parameter was set to 25000 and 15000, respectively. The attenuation ratios that represent how these amplitude values were smaller than the maximum amplitude are À1.7 dB (big), À4.6 dB (normal), and À9.4 dB (small). . Speech: Very fast, fast, normal, and slow speeds were tested. The speech synthesis engine had the parameter to specify the number of words to speak in a minute in English. In the very fast, fast, normal, and slow modes, 150 words, 135 words, 120 words, and 105 words were set to the parameter, respectively. But actually, the agent spoke Japanese in the experiment. The agent spoke the Japanese sentence of ''The exit is over there. Please flee over there,'' in the period of 3.2, 3.4, 3.8, and 4.3 seconds, respectively.
Procedure
To evaluate 108 behavioral patterns of the guiding animation, 64 (32 male and 32 female) university students participated in the experiment. All of them were Japanese students and were paid a small amount for their participation. More than 24 (12 male and 12 female) subjects (28.6 subjects on average) evaluated each behavioral pattern. As a result, each subject evaluated more than 46 behavioral patterns (48.2 patterns on average). The experiment was not an exact within-subject design, because 108 patterns were too much for any one subject to evaluate. Thus, we designed an experiment in which each subject evaluated less than half of the total of 108 patterns and where each pattern was evaluated by enough subjects of which the gender was balanced. The subject assignment and the order of displayed patterns were randomized.
As shown in Figure 5 , the subjects were seated, watched animations displayed on the LCD monitor, and listened to voices with headphones. Just after they observed each behavioral pattern, they answered questions about how trustworthy the character's guidance was. They observed and evaluated the assigned patterns of the guiding animation one by one. To prevent them from getting nervous, we did not limit the period of time to finish this task and allowed them to proceed at their own pace. The task took about forty minutes on average. Short debriefing and interviews followed the task. Before beginning the task, the subjects were instructed that they would evaluate the leader person's various guidance actions, given a situation in which a fire broke out in a basement room and they had to flee from the room.
We used the following five questions: ''How persuasive is this guidance?,'' ''How self-confident is this person?,'' ''How qualified is this person to be the leader?,'' ''How definitively do you follow this guidance?,'' and ''How trustworthy is this person?'' The subjects chose an answer among the following seven scales: ''very much,'' ''considerably,'' ''a little,'' ''neutral,'' ''a little less,'' ''not generally,'' and ''not at all.'' The subjects clicked their choice in a menu displayed with the question. They clicked their choices for the five questions just after they observed each animation pattern.
Results
In the analysis, ''very much,'' ''considerably,'' ''a little,'' ''neutral,'' ''a little less,'' ''not generally,'' and ''not at all'' scored 3, 2, 1, 0, À1, À2, and À3 points, respectively. We summed the scores of the five questions to make a single index of trustworthiness. The maximum value of this index was 15 and the minimum was À15. We confirmed the reliability of the index by calculating its Cronbach's alpha, which was 0.98. Figure 6 summarizes the mean scores in each level of each cue. These scores ranged from À2 to þ2. This range was much smaller than the index's range, which is À15 to 15, because each mean score is the mean of the data group in which the level of the cue is fixed, while the levels of the other cues were varied. The total average of the index was 0.29.
Based on a 3 Â 3 Â 3 Â 4 ANOVA, all four nonverbal cues significantly influenced the trustworthiness of the guiding animation. Basically, higher gaze ratio ðF ð2; 2979Þ ¼ 488; p < :001Þ, bigger gesture size ðF ð2; 2979Þ ¼ 58:0; p < :001Þ, bigger voice volume ðF ð2; 2979Þ ¼ 128; p < :001Þ, and faster speech speed ðF ð3; 2979Þ ¼ 36:2; p < :001Þ contributed to trustworthiness. As you can see in Figure 6 , the effect of gaze ratios was prominent 
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H. Nakanishi et al. and approximately twice as strong as the other cues' effects. These results completely fitted our expectations, based on the social science literature. The thresholds existed between the low and the middle gaze ratios, between the small and the normal gesture sizes, between the small and the normal voice volumes, and between the slow and the normal speech speeds. The shapes of upward tendencies in the four cues seem almost linear. However, the very fast speech was not better than the fast speech. The same trend may occur in the other cues if we test more higher degrees. Among the six combinations, we found only two interactions that occurred between gaze ratios and gesture sizes ðF ð4; 2979Þ ¼ 2:54; p < :05Þ and between gaze ratios and voice volumes ðF ð4; 2979Þ ¼ 4:24; p < :01Þ, because of the prominent effect of gaze ratios. Since the animation patterns of the low-gaze ratio mode impressed subjects as much less trustworthy, the effects of the other two cues were weakened. However, these interactions were not very strong. It can be said that the four cues' effects were almost independent of each other. To use multiple linear regression analysis to make a formula that calculates the degree of trustworthiness based on the four input cues, we need to collect further data to confirm their independence and linear upward tendencies.
With this experiment, we demonstrated the effectiveness of our rolereversal method. The results accorded completely with the qualitative model based on the past social science research literature and quantified the model successfully. However, we also found that we must be careful not to misuse synthesized humans that substitute for real-life humans in psychological experiments, in particular when their cues do not entirely map to real-world cues. In the interview following the task, we found that a few subjects misunderstood the cause of the varied voice volumes. They thought that the leader's voice was heard loudly not because he was speaking in a loud voice, but because he was standing close to them. The reason for this misunderstanding was that the synthesized voice could not really replicate the difference between shouting and whispering. However, almost all of the subjects understood the cause correctly, because the leader was always standing at a constant distance from the subject's viewpoint in the virtual space.
VIRTUAL TRAINING ENVIRONMENT
We constructed the virtual evacuation training scenario using the social interaction platform FreeWalk=Q. This platform consists of the following two software packages. FreeWalk is a virtual space in which avatars and social agents have equal perception and action abilities to interact with each other, e.g., walking, gesturing, speaking, and hearing (Nakanishi 2004) . Q is a scheme-based scenario description language for describing agents' interacting behaviors as an extended finite state machine (Ishida 2002b; Ishida and Nakanishi 2003) . In the virtual evacuation training, a user tries to lead the crowd agents. To construct this training, we attached a multimodal user interface to the platform and scripted agents' behavioral scenarios.
Multimodal User Interface
In Figure 7 , a user is wearing the multimodal user interface we implemented. This interface informs social agents about the user's guiding behaviors, and how trustworthy they are, using the model discussed in the prior section, as the scenario unfolds. Guiding actions that are tracked include 
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pointing and speech. Trustworthiness is estimated based on gaze ratios, gesture sizes, voice volumes, and speech speeds. The interface consists of a motion tracking sensor, an eye tracking sensor, a microphone, a speech recognition engine, and a large-scale screen, in order to obtain these verbal and nonverbal cues as described here:
. Pointing gesture and gesture sizes: The motion tracking sensor detects whether the user is stretching out his=her arm or not, and the direction toward which the user is pointing. If the degree of stretching is more than a certain value, it is decided that the user is pointing. Gesture sizes are determined by this degree. . Guiding speech, voice volumes, and speech speed: Voice volumes are directly retrieved from the raw data recorded by the microphone. The raw data are sent to the speech recognition engine and converted into the text. Speech speeds are determined by the number of letters in the text. This method works well for Japanese language. The designer can write the agents' script to hear the keywords, indicating that the user is guiding, e.g., ''exit,'' ''over there,'' and ''this way.'' . Gaze ratios: The eye tracking sensor detects the user's eyeball movement. And the motion tracking sensor detects the user's head movement. These movements are combined to determine on which point on the screen the user is focusing. We assumed that the user is watching the nearest agent whose head hits the vector directed from the virtual point of view through the focused point on the screen. The gaze ratio is calculated as the ratio of the period of time when the user is focusing on some crowd agent to that when the user is not watching any agent, looking around, or looking down. A large-scale screen that can cover a wide range of the field of view is used as shown in Figure  8 , since it is better to calculate the gaze ratio precisely. Since gaze ratios are the most influential cue of trustworthiness, we developed another interface in which a special immersive screen is used to cover an omnidirectional range of the field of view. Figure 9 is the picture of this screen equipped with a special reflector to project a single image on the omnidirectional screen. We used the cube mapping technique (Greene 1986 ) to generate a special image tailored to the screen. This combination of a dome screen, a reflector, and a rendering technique is much more reasonable than multi-screen immersive displays (Cruz-Neira et al. 1993) .
The relationship between devices and cues is summarized as follows. The motion tracking sensor is used to detect pointing gestures, gesture sizes, and gaze ratios. The eye tracking sensor and the large-scale screen are used to detect gaze ratios. The microphone and the speech recognition 
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Scenario for Training
We scripted how the agents respond to human guiding actions as perceived through the interface described previously. It is obvious that the agents should follow the guidance if the user's leading action is trustworthy and should not follow unless it is trustworthy. Since appropriate feedback is vital for training, we elaborated their responding behavior a little beyond such a simple response. To help tune the user's actions, we prepared gradations of agent behavior from following to ignoring. We also introduced personality diversity among the agents, to generate a crowd in which some follow and others ignore the leader.
The gradated following behavior is as follows. When the agent hears a guiding speech, it turns itself to the avatar who is speaking. If the agent can see that the avatar is pointing at some direction, it turns its face to glance at that direction. When the agent finishes glancing, it determines its next action, according to the degree of the avatar's trustworthiness. If the avatar looks trustworthy, the agent begins proceeding along the indicated direction. If the avatar looks neutral, the agent keeps focusing on the avatar to determine whether it should follow his=her guidance or not. If the avatar looks untrustworthy, the agent ignores the avatar and tries to find the exit. A very simplified example of this behavior's scenario written in the Q language is presented in the following:
(defscenario Evacuation (FOLLOW IGNORE) (let (($direction '())) (scene1 ((?hear :from User :word ''over there'') (!turn :to User) (?observe :name User :action ''point'' :angle $direction) (!face :angle $direction) (!face :to User) (go scene2)) (otherwise (go scene3))) (scene2 ((?feel :from User :kind ''trust'' :degree '(FOLLOW MAXIMUM)) (!walk :angle $direction)) ((?feel :from User :kind ''trust'' :degree '(IGNORE FOLLOW)) (go scene1)) ((?feel :from User :kind ''trust'' :degree '(MINIMUM IGNORE)) (go scene3))) (scene3 . . .try to find the exit. . .))) ''Cues'' start with a question mark and ''actions'' start with an exclamation point. Cues keep on waiting for the specified event. After either cue becomes true, the succeeding action is executed. If none of the cues is satisfied, the ''otherwise'' clause is executed. In the example, the scenario called ''Evacuation'' includes scene1, scene2, and scene3. In scene1, the agent hears the users saying ''over there,'' turns itself to the user's avatar, observes the user's pointing gesture, faces the indicated direction, and faces the user again. In scene2, the agent's behavior branches off. When the user's ''trustworthiness value'' is more than ''FOLLOW,'' the agent walks along the indicated direction. When the value is less than ''FOLLOW'' and more than ''IGNORE,'' the agent tries to observe the user's guidance again. When the value is less than ''IGNORE,'' the agent tries to find the exit.
It is possible to represent the diversity of the agents' personalities by changing the ''FOLLOW'' and ''IGNORE'' parameters. If the ''FOLLOW'' parameter is low, the agent tends to follow the guidance. If the ''IGNORE'' parameter is high, the agent tends to ignore the guidance. If the ''FOL-LOW'' parameter is high or the ''IGNORE'' parameter is low, the agent tends to keep observing the user. If a crowd is a mixture of agents with different tendencies, the number of agents that follow the guidance changes gradually, according to the degree of the user's trustworthiness. When the degree is low, almost all agents ignore, some agents keep observing, and a FIGURE 10 Guide avatar and follower agents.
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few agents follow. When the degree is high, almost all agents follow, some agents keep observing, and a few agents ignore. When the degree is very high, all the agents follow, as shown in Figure 10 .
CONCLUSION
Our study focused on implicit influential aspects of human-agent interaction, while prior studies have focused more on explicit communicative aspects. We believe that implicit influential interaction is a ''killer application'' area for virtual training environments, because these behaviors are difficult to learn through reading, and expensive to learn through real-world simulation exercises. Yet they are crucial in determining the success of humans at such tasks as evacuation leadership.
We successfully designed and implemented a quantitative model for perceiving trustworthiness based on a qualitative model provided by past social science research. Our key idea is the role-reversal method, in which social agents obtain human-like sensitivity by collecting human responses to themselves in psychological experiments. Social agents are performers evaluated by human subjects when collecting their responses, but then become referees that evaluate human performance in training.
Trustworthiness is only one example of implicit influences. There are many more findings about other kinds of implicit influences in sociology and psychology. The role-reversal method enables us to convert these findings into computational mechanisms of perception.
Currently, one limitation of our training environment is inconvenient sensors worn by users. They are connected to the PC by cables, which constrain user movement, and calibration is needed beforehand. Advances in sensing technologies will eliminate these problems, and enable us to conduct experiments to evaluate the educational effectiveness of the environment.
